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Abstract: In this crossover experiment, we investi-
gated the impact of a statement bank, enabling the 
reuse of previously written feedback (SA condition), 
on 45 math teachers' feedback for 60 completed lin-
ear equation tests, compared to traditional pen- and- 
paper feedback (PP condition). In the SA condition, 
teachers were encouraged to use atomic feedback, a 
set of formulation requirements that makes feedback 
items significantly more reusable. A previous study 
found that significantly more feedback was written in 
the SA condition but did not investigate the content 
of the feedback. To address this gap, we employed a 
novel approach of combining text mining with quali-
tative methods. Results indicate similar wording and 
sentiments in both conditions. However, SA feedback 
was more elaborate yet general, focusing on major 
and minor strengths and deficits, while PP feedback 
was shorter but more concrete, emphasising main 
issues. Despite low feedback quality in both condi-
tions, the statement bank led to less effective diag-
nostic activities, implying that teachers' careless use 
of statement banks, although convenient, might lead 
to lower- quality feedback.
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INTRODUCTION

Feedback has been recognised as a crucial component in learning processes (Hattie & 
Timperley, 2007; Shute, 2008). While many studies in educational technology have con-
sidered the effect of the modes of delivery of feedback (eg, Gleaves & Walker, 2013; Ryan 
et al., 2019) and the effect of immediate versus delayed feedback (eg, Candel et al., 2020; 
Lefevre & Cox, 2017), in this paper, we focus on the role of technology as it helps teachers to 
write feedback on a mathematics task. More specifically, we compare the written feedback 
reports composed by teachers under two conditions: the semi- automated condition (SA) 
in which they could use software to reuse previously written feedback items working like 
a statement bank (Denton & McIlroy, 2018; Moons et al., 2022) and the paper- and- pencil 
condition (PP) in which teachers could not reuse feedback, resembling regular feedback on 

Practitioner notes

What is already known about this topic
• High- quality feedback should strike a balance between the volume and focus on 

the main issues, as more feedback does not necessarily equate to better feed-
back. Feedback should analyse a student's solution whenever possible: interpret-
ing mistakes and communicating that interpretation as feedback.

• Text mining identifies meaningful patterns and new insights in text using computer 
algorithms.

• When teachers can reuse already given feedback using a software tool (statement 
bank), they tend to write more feedback instead of saving time.

What this paper adds
• Feedback is compared when teachers could use a tool to reuse already given 

feedback (referred to as ‘statement banks’) versus a scenario without such a tool. 
Both approaches observed similar word frequencies, sentiments and amounts of 
erroneous, descriptive and corrective feedback. However, feedback with a state-
ment bank tended to be more elaborate yet less specific to individual student 
solutions. In contrast, feedback without the tool was shorter but more concrete, 
focusing on main issues. Overall, the tool for reusing feedback directed teachers 
towards less effective diagnostic activities.

• The paper introduces a novel methodological approach by combining text mining 
with qualitative techniques in educational research. While text mining provides 
an overall understanding of differences and similarities in feedback approaches, 
qualitative methods are essential for in- depth analysis of content characteristics 
and feedback quality.

Implications for practice and/or policy
• Statement banks can support teachers by giving more feedback, but in order to 

improve feedback quality, further measures are necessary (eg, improving peda-
gogical content knowledge).

• Teachers may not confuse handiness with quality: statement banks can help, but 
when used carelessly, teachers tend to describe and correct students' work in-
stead of analysing underlying (mis- )conceptions using it. Continued attention to 
feedback quality remains necessary when using such tools.
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COMPARING REUSABLE, ATOMIC FEEDBACK WITH CLASSIC FEEDBACK ON 
A LINEAR EQUATIONS TASK

a paper- and- pencil task (Chang et al., 2012), but instead of being handwritten, it is being 
typed. We will abbreviate the conditions as SA and PP in the rest of the paper and also refer 
to them as feedback approaches.

Ideally, written feedback reports should strike a balance between the volume and focus 
on the main issues as more feedback does not necessarily mean better feedback (Glover 
& Brown, 2006). Indeed, Evans (2013) indicates that feedback should not be so specific 
and detailed that students do not have to think for themselves anymore. Chiles (2021) calls 
this balance the ‘goldilocks principle’: feedback should be concise and accurate since ‘too 
much feedback can be overwhelming for students and lead them to disengage with it.’ It 
seems to be best to link feedback directly to overarching learning intentions and break it into 
small, achievable steps. As such, feedback should be more than solely corrective: it should 
indicate the what, how and why of problems in the students' work (Gibbs & Simpson, 2005), 
address misconceptions (Yang & Lu, 2021) and identify actions the student can take to im-
prove (Sadler, 2010).

Providing feedback may be tedious and time- consuming: 49% of the teachers in the 
European Union and 53% of all British teachers complain about having too much assessment 
work (Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency, 2021; Gibson et al., 2015). One 
of the well- known coping mechanisms to overcome this workload is shortening feedback 
(Price et al., 2010) or using rubrics or marking sheets (Denton & Rowe, 2015).

Atomic feedback

In this research project, we take a slightly different approach to provide written feedback to 
handwritten mathematics tasks more efficiently. After all, handwritten tasks remain impor-
tant to train higher- order thinking skills and genuine problem- solving in mathematics educa-
tion as students can express themselves more freely (Bokhove & Drijvers, 2010; Hoogland & 
Tout, 2018). Therefore, we propose a semi- automated (SA) approach: handwritten solutions 
are scanned, then teachers write feedback items and the computer saves them so they can 
easily be reused when other students make similar mistakes (Moons et al., 2022).

How to write feedback that can easily be reused for other students? Long pieces of classic 
feedback are often too targeted to a specific student (Winstone et al., 2017). Hence, we sug-
gest atomic feedback (see Figure 1): a collection of form requirements for written feedback 
that have been shown to make feedback significantly more reusable (Moons et al., 2022). To 
write an atomic feedback item, teachers must:

1. identify independent errors,
2. write small feedback items for each error separately or
3. if an error reflects a structural mistake/misconception (Gusukuma et al., 2018; Movshovitz- 

Hadar et al., 1987; Schnepper & McCoy, 2013), create two feedback items:
a. one item containing feedback on the misconception in general and
b. one or more sub- items addressing specific mistakes.

Atomic items ultimately form a point- by- point list covering only items relevant to a stu-
dent's solution. The list can be hierarchical in order to cluster items that belong together. 
Clustering ensures that feedback items can be written as atomically as possible. It prevents 
teachers from writing overly specific items because it provides an orderly way to present 
related feedback to students (eg, through thematic clustering or a visual presentation of both 
general and specific feedback on the same error).

A comparison of classic (PP condition) and atomic feedback (SA condition) is presented 
in Figure 1. This comprehensive example demonstrates that classic feedback reports can 
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4 |   MOONS et al.

be rephrased as atomic. This paper compares all feedback reports from the PP and SA 
conditions. In the SA condition, teachers were encouraged to write atomic feedback, but it 
is important to mention that all SA feedback reports will be considered; and not all of them 
adhere to the definition of atomic feedback (see Moons et al., 2022).

Research aims

In Moons et al. (2022), it was demonstrated that feedback items meeting the atomic feed-
back requirements were significantly more reused than non- atomic items (p < 0.001, odds 
ratio: 2.6). This finding suggests that writing feedback items atomically enhances their reus-
ability. Additionally, no significant differences in time investment were observed between 
the PP and SA conditions. However, teachers participating in the SA condition wrote signifi-
cantly more feedback characters compared to the PP condition (p = 0.02, Cohen's d = 0.41), 
approaching a medium effect size. Despite these findings, an important research question 
remains unanswered:

[RQ] What similarities and differences do the SA and PP feedback approaches 
have regarding form, content and quality?

To address this question, we will employ text mining techniques (Ferreira- Mello et al., 2019) 
and conduct a qualitative analysis (MacLure, 2013) on the feedback from both conditions. The 
qualitative analysis will investigate content characteristics and quality by coding the feedback 

F I G U R E  1  A comparison between classic (PP) and atomic (SA) feedback. 
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reports. Through text mining, we will analyse word frequencies, sentiment, bigrams and word 
correlations to compare the form and content characteristics of the two feedback approaches.

By addressing this research question, we aim to achieve two broader objectives. Firstly, 
we seek to gain a deeper understanding of how the utilisation of a statement bank, specifi-
cally reusing feedback, influences the characteristics of the resulting written feedback. This 
investigation will shed light on the impact of utilising pre- existing feedback statements on the 
form, content and quality of the feedback provided. Secondly, we aim to explore the meth-
odological approach of combining text mining and qualitative analysis to compare feedback. 
While text mining has been extensively used in higher education to analyse student course 
feedback (eg, Grönberg et al., 2021), and qualitative approaches have been employed in 
combination (Hujala et al., 2020), the integration of these methodologies to compare feed-
back represents a relatively novel and promising application.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Semi- automated assessment tool for SA and text box for PP

For the SA condition, a self- developed plugin in Moodle was used. While providing feed-
back on students' solutions, teachers always had three options in this condition: for-
mulating atomic feedback, indicating that a solution was perfect or indicating that the 
question was not answered (Figure 2a). They were able to use keyboard shortcuts to 
create a hierarchical list of feedback items. When a teacher typed something, the system 
searched the feedback items that had already been entered to detect possible matches 
for auto- completion (Figure 2a). The system searched only within the feedback items 
that the teacher had already entered for that particular question. In the PP condition, the 
teachers received only a text box to type feedback (see Figure 2b), with no possibility of 
reusing feedback. In both conditions, teachers were also asked to give each solution a 
score out of 10.

F I G U R E  2  Screens of the tool in the SA condition (a) and PP condition (b). 
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6 |   MOONS et al.

Test on linear equations

We developed a test on linear equations in cooperation with a ninth- grade math teacher 
for this study. The test consisted of three items: (1) solving an equation, (2) manipulating a 
formula (see Figures 1 and 2) and (3) a modelling question consisting of a word problem 
(see Figure 8). The three items were combined to form a traditional test on linear equa-
tions. Solutions of 60 ninth- grade students (14–15 years old) from one secondary school 
in Flanders (Belgium) were used in this study. The test and solution key can be found in 
Appendix A in Moons et al. (2022).

Methods

Teacher participants

A total of 45 secondary mathematics teachers from Flanders with at least 3 years of working 
experience volunteered to participate in the study (28 women, 17 men). They were sam-
pled using announcements in math teaching magazines. The average age of the partic-
ipating teachers was 40.2 years (SD = 10.3). The first time we organised the experiment 
with nine math teachers, we noticed several methodological imperfections in our study de-
sign. Therefore, this first attempt was used as a pilot study (n = 9) to refine the actual study 
(n = 36). A description of the pilot study and the adaptations to the actual study can be found 
in Appendix B in Moons et al. (2022).

Study design

The study was set up as a randomised crossover study (Bose & Dey, 2009) with two con-
ditions: SA and PP. During a full working day, the teachers started in one condition in the 
morning and swapped to the other condition in the afternoon. The experiment was executed 
in the summer of 2020. Unfortunately, due to COVID- 19 measures, only nine participants 
at a time were allowed in the computer laboratory. Therefore, the experiment was repeated 
seven times.

Each teacher gave feedback to all 60 solutions of the linear equation test, with a quasi- 
random selection of 30 solutions being assessed under the SA condition and the other 30 
solutions under the PP condition. To mitigate order effects inherent in crossover experi-
ments (Ratkowsky et al., 1993), half of the teachers started under the SA condition and the 
other half started under the PP condition. The day started with training for all participating 
teachers. The training focused on working with the SA tool and the PP text field in Moodle 
and on how to formulate atomic feedback. The linear equation test was never mentioned 
during the training, and a geometry task obtained from other students was used instead 
as a demonstration. At the end of the training, teachers were asked to treat the students' 
solutions in the experiment in the same way that they would treat their own students. No 
training was provided for providing content- rich feedback and they were not informed about 
the research questions. Teachers had to be themselves above all.

The quasi- random selection of 30 solutions in each condition for each teacher ensured: 
(1) Comparability of the feedback between the conditions. Each solution was included in the 
SA condition of 18 teachers and the PP condition of the other 18 teachers, ensuring that 
both conditions comprised feedback to the same solutions an equal number of times. (2) 
To balance the conditions for each teacher, we ranked all 60 students' tests based on the 
grades of the pilot study and made three groups: high, moderate and low. Each condition 
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contained 10 tests from each group. (3) The order in which the solutions were presented in 
each condition was random to avoid any bias caused by task familiarity or fatigue.

Data analysis procedures

Text mining
First, the provided feedback was explored using text mining techniques (Kwartler, 2017; 
Silge & Robinson, 2017). Text mining transforms unstructured text into a structured format 
to identify meaningful patterns and new insights using computer algorithms. It can be seen 
as a qualitative research method ‘using quantitative techniques’ (Yu et al., 2011).

A difficulty in applying text mining techniques is that many possible analyses can be 
employed. As this paper aims to compare the given feedback to the same mathematics 
tests in two conditions, we carefully applied techniques allowing us to find differences and 
similarities between these two feedback approaches. More specifically, we compared word 
frequencies, did a sentiment analysis and compared the Markov chains of bigrams and the 
pairwise correlations of both conditions. These techniques were inspired by the book of 
Silge and Robinson (2017). More advanced approaches, such as LDA topic modelling, were 
executed but did not provide meaningful insights for our research question and are, there-
fore, not reported. We deliberately left out any significance tests in the text mining part as 
these tests are often overpowered when analysing on the level of words, making the sample 
sizes too large (Faber & Fonseca, 2014), or the test is executed on outcomes of an analysis 
that requires cautious interpretation (such as sentiment analysis), further supporting our 
decision. All the analyses were done using R.

Since the teachers participating in the study provided feedback in Dutch, all analyses 
were conducted in this language. In the pre- processing data phase, we removed all Dutch 
frequently used words (like ‘a’, ‘the’ and ‘of’ in English) using a predefined lexicon (Benoit 
et al., 2021), a conventional first step in text mining analyses. In the final data analysis step, 
the results were automatically translated to English using the DeepLr package (Zumbach & 
Bauer, 2021) to make the results interpretable for an international audience; hereby losing 
some specific language characteristics of Dutch (abbreviations and concatenations).

Qualitative analysis
For the qualitative exploration of feedback, Busch et al. (2015a, 2015b) developed a code-
book to assess teachers' diagnostic competencies that take into account the quality features 
of feedback described in the introduction like the number of deficits/strengths (Chiles, 2021; 
Evans, 2013), focusing on misconceptions (Yang & Lu, 2021), diagnostic activity (Gibbs & 
Simpson, 2005) and giving hints for improvement (Sadler, 2010). The codebook of Busch 
et al. (2015a) was especially suitable as it was directed to mathematics tasks. Moreover, it 
does not include categories related to standard classroom settings, in which teachers can 
direct more personal messages to students; aligning with the study design with participat-
ing teachers not knowing the students. Only minor changes were made to the codebook for 
this study: the categories were defined more rigorously to achieve higher interrater reliability 
(see Table 2), and we made a distinction between categorisable and not further categoris-
able feedback.

Two authors of this paper acted as independent raters for the qualitative analysis who 
coded blindly, meaning the coders could not see each other's codes in the process. The 
level of analysis was the full feedback report of the teacher on a student's solution to the 
word problem (see Figure 8). Four iterations were necessary to arrive at high interrater re-
liability; the final Cohen's kappa coefficients can be found in Table 2. A random selection 
of about 100 feedback reports from the pilot study was used in each iteration. At the end of 
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8 |   MOONS et al.

every iteration, the differences in coding were thoroughly discussed and some definitions of 
categories were refined (codebook described below). When coding the actual study data, 
feedback reports were coded student by student, and all feedback was checked for cor-
rectness by placing the student's solution next to it. Each researcher coded the teachers' 
feedback from 30 of the 60 students.

The codebook consists of categorisable feedback and not further categorisable feed-
back. The latter consists of erroneous feedback, incomprehensible feedback or only ad-
dressing a solution was perfect, totally wrong or left blank. A feedback report can only have 
one of these codes, meaning that erroneous or incomprehensible feedback reports were 
deliberately excluded from further classification.

The remaining categorisable feedback is to be coded into five sub- categories:
Concreteness judges how ‘specific’ the feedback is. For example, feedback containing 

only ‘Order of operations!’ is general, while ‘x = 14.4? This can not be the number of an-
swers!’ points to concrete feedback. As a guideline, the two independent raters used the 
following question to decide between general and concrete: ‘Can this feedback without any 
adjustment be applied to another student who did something else?’ If yes, the feedback is 
classified as general; if not, the feedback is concrete. Concrete and general were mutually 
exclusive: as soon as something concrete was mentioned in the feedback, the whole report 
was characterised as concrete.

The focus of the diagnosis counts how many deficits and strengths the feedback 
addresses.

The diagnostic activity differentiates among analysis, description or correction: cor-
rection entails a teacher pointing to a mistake and giving the right solution (eg, ‘amount of 
correct answers: 30- 4- x’). In contrast, description references a teacher addressing deficits 
without correction (eg, ‘wrong equation’). Finally, analysis signifies the teacher interpreting 
the student's mistakes and reporting that interpretation as feedback (eg, ‘You swapped an-
swer and number of correct points in the choice of the unknown, 5x is the number of points 
gained with the correct answers, x the number of correct answers’). Merely noticing an error 
is seen as description, merely giving the right solution as correction. To ensure interrater 
reliability, a feedback report could only be coded into one diagnostic activity. When several 
diagnostic activities were identified in a feedback report, analysis was always preferred over 
correction, and correction always over description.

The quality features of the diagnosis contain four aspects, which were not mutually 
exclusive:

• Explanation for deficits available: the feedback contains a statement explaining why some-
thing is wrong in the solution (eg, ‘Why subtraction? Points should be added!’). Explanation 
as a quality feature should not be confused with the diagnostic activity analysis: it can also 
be a more general expression of a mistake without interpretation at the student level.

• Gives hints for improvement: the feedback contains statements indicating how the solu-
tion should be improved in a possible future review (eg, ‘Keep points and number of ques-
tions well apart!’). A hint cannot contain the correct solution since the need for a future 
overhaul is then eliminated.

• Notes that parts are missing in the student's solution: the feedback explicitly refers 
to something that should have been in the solution (eg, ‘Write down the choice of the 
unknown’).

• Points to misconceptions: the feedback contains statements to known misconceptions in 
mathematics education (Movshovitz- Hadar et al., 1987) or misunderstandings in the stu-
dent's reasoning (eg, ‘You fail to see that your solution is impossible since there are more 
answers correct than questions’).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Text mining

Comparing word frequencies

A common first step in text mining is to compare word frequencies (Silge & Robinson, 2017). 
The frequency of a word is the proportion of the number of times a word occurs out of the 
total word count. Figure 3 gives a scatter plot of the used words in both feedback condi-
tions. Words close to the identity line have similar relative frequencies in both conditions. 
It is apparent from this plot that most words scatter around this line, meaning that the ma-
jority of the words appear in both feedback approaches with a similar relative frequency. 
For example, ‘attention’ and ‘both’ appeared almost equally frequently in SA and PP. The 
observation that most words appeared in both feedback approaches with an almost equal 
relative frequency was confirmed by calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient of the word 
frequencies in both conditions. It returned a high, positive correlation of r(928) = 0.89 with 
95% CI [0.87, 0.90].

Words far from the identity line are, proportionally speaking, found more in one condi-
tion than the other. For example, ‘super’ and ‘beautiful’ were found more in PP feedback, 
while ‘perfect’ was found more in SA feedback. A likely reason is the default presence of a 
‘Perfect’ button that could be used for correct solutions in the SA condition (see Figure 2a). 
In the PP condition, teachers always had to write something themselves, and it seems they 

F I G U R E  3  Comparing the word frequencies of SA and PP feedback. 
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10 |   MOONS et al.

naturally chose a more diverse range of encouraging words. Also notable is the increased 
presence of many abbreviations in the PP condition, which DeepL understandably failed to 
translate, like ‘opl’ (Dutch abbreviation for ‘solution’), ‘vd’ (= ‘of the’), ‘ptn’ (= ‘points’) or ‘antw’ 
(= ‘answer’). Teachers shortening feedback is one of the well- known coping mechanisms 
described in the literature (Price et al., 2010) to overcome the workload stemming from 
giving feedback. The semi- automated system seems to discourage teachers from using 
abbreviations all too often, as they can reuse feedback items.

Sentiment analysis based on given scores

As we will analyse the words' sentiment, an insightful step is to look at the distribution of 
words spent on perfect, good, moderate and bad students' solutions in both conditions, 
based on teachers' given scores out of 10. We used an arbitrary division in scores to catego-
rise all the words. Scores less than 5 were classified as belonging to bad solutions, those 
corresponding to scores between 5 and 7 were classified as moderate, and those corre-
sponding to scores greater or equal to 7 but lower than 10, were classified as good. Perfect 
solutions had 10 out of 10 points. The number of words in each solution type was counted 
and turned into percentages, leading to the distributions in Figure 4.

The distribution of both feedback approaches looks essentially the same: proportionally, 
an almost equal amount of words is spent on bad solutions. SA feedback features slightly 
more feedback on moderate answers than PP feedback, which has proportionally more 
words coupled with good and perfect answers.

Although the word distribution in Figure 4 is some kind of sentiment analysis, in text mining, 
analysing the sentiment of a text is often done by using a pre- existing lexicon that assigns 
a polarity score to individual words (like ‘beautiful’ = 1, ‘incorrect’ = −1);  subsequently,  the 
sentiment of the whole text can be determined by taking the mean (Silge & Robinson, 2017). 
For the Dutch language, the PATTERN lexicon (De Smedt & Daelemans, 2012) gives words 
a polarity score ranging from −1 (very negative), 0 (neutral) to 1 (very positive). For example, 
the following PP feedback has a mean polarity score of −0.65 (negative to very negative):

Wrong choice of the unknown. A solution is found by guessing. However, guess 
cannot be right, you cannot give 95 wrong answers to 30 questions. No check.

In contrast, the SA feedback below received a mean polarity score of 0.72 (positive to very 
positive):

F I G U R E  4  Comparing the distribution of words (above: SA/below: PP) spent on different solution 
types (red: bad/orange: moderate/light green: good/dark green: perfect). 
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• Good choice of the unknown
• Good representation of the second unknown
• The equation that you have set up is perfect.
• The solution of the equation is perfect.
• You did not formulate an answer.

All feedback reports were analysed with this lexicon by taking the mean polarity score of all the 
words in the report. Next, we looked at the overall mean, the overall mean without the perfect 
solution type and the mean for each solution type. The results can be found in Table 1.

The sentiment analysis suggests that overall, the feedback in the SA and PP conditions 
has a neutral tone when perfect solutions are not considered. Moreover, the feedback tones 
are relatively equal when comparing the solution types in both conditions.

Lastly, some caution is necessary when interpreting this sentiment analysis. For example, 
the reason why we considered ‘overall without perfect’ as a separate column in Table 1 is 
because including the perfect solutions induces a bias in favour of positive tones in the SA 
condition, as the button ‘perfect’ yielded feedback just saying ‘perfect’, with a polarity score 
of 1. The greater variety of appreciation words in the PP condition can sometimes include 
words or abbreviations not included in the sentiment lexicon; as such, the polarity score is 
sometimes estimated to be somewhat lower than 1, while the feedback reports are equally 
positive for these perfect solutions. Moreover, like in many sentiment analyses, the context 
was not taken into account; making statements like ‘not good’ having a polarity score of 0.6 
as the ‘not’ is not seen as a word that reverses the polarity score; note, however, that the 
word usage of both conditions is almost equal (see previous paragraph), so the bias due to 
not including context is probably almost the same in both conditions.

Cluster analysis: Markov chains of bigrams and pairwise correlations

To increase the readability of the plots in this paragraph, we limit ourselves to the feedback 
given in question 2 of the linear equations test (see Figures 1 and 2) in both conditions. 
Figure 5 depicts the Markov chains of SA feedback (blue) and PP feedback (red). It visual-
ises the pairs of consecutive words (= bigrams). As a cut- off, we have chosen a minimum of 
10 co- occurrences. Although it represents a directed graph, we have omitted the arrows to 
increase readability.

Apparently, SA feedback features a denser linking structure between consecutive words. 
However, as reusing feedback is the main characteristic of this feedback, this was expected 
as some pairs will have been reused frequently, while PP feedback contains slight variations 
in word pairs. Nevertheless, some similar clusters arise in both feedback conditions. For 
example, noticing that double arrows should be used between the different intermediate 
steps was a cluster in both conditions. Interestingly, in the SA condition, the word ‘notation’ 
also appears in this cluster. Using titles as a way of clustering feedback is one of the charac-
teristics of atomic feedback, of which ‘notation’ is a clear example. If we examine the other 
clusters, other structuring elements in SA are found: ‘calculation rules’, ‘step 1’, etc., which 

TA B L E  1  Mean polarity score and standard deviation overall and for each solution type.

Overall

Overall 
without 
perfect

Solution type

Bad Moderate Good Perfect

SA condition 0.384 ± 0.592 −0.056 ± 0.410 −0.097 ± 0.382 −0.076 ± 0.385 0.096 ± 0.438 0.938 ± 0.196

PP condition 0.239 ± 0.451 0.022 ± 0.400 −0.013 ± 0.366 −0.038 ± 0.354 0.160 ± 0.467 0.616 ± 0.253
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12 |   MOONS et al.

do not appear in PP. SA with atomic feedback seems to foster teachers to structure feed-
back using titles, a phenomenon that does not emerge in PP feedback.

Finally, pairwise correlations of the words in the same feedback reports were compared. 
Pairwise correlations differ from the bigrams in Figure 5 as they do not link words succeed-
ing each other but connect words often appearing together in the same feedback report (not 
necessarily consecutive). As SA contains many reused words, a denser correlation network 
is again to be expected. To marginally mitigate this bias in favour of SA, Spearman's rank 
correlation coefficients were used, which compare ranks instead of frequencies. In Figures 6 
and 7, the correlation networks of the feedback on question 2 can be found. The different 

F I G U R E  5  Markov chains of bigrams for SA (blue) and PP (red) on question 2. 

F I G U R E  6  Correlation network of SA feedback given to question 2. 
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clusters refer to the same student's mistakes. Although the bias in favour of SA should be 
remembered, the difference in the largest cluster suggests that PP limits itself more often to 
short statements like ‘reduce both sides’ and ‘isolate h’. In contrast, SA feedback seems to 
provide more information.

Qualitative analysis

Table 2 shows the results of the qualitative analysis. All percentages represent the propor-
tion of feedback reports out of all feedback reports in that condition. The number of deficits 
and strengths between SA and PP were compared using a Mann–Whitney U test. All other 
reported p- values stem from two- sample z- tests for proportions, comparing for every cat-
egory if the proportion of feedback reports differs between SA and PP. The Pearson corre-
lation coefficient ρteacher correlates the number of times a characteristic was chosen in both 
conditions for each teacher (or the number of deficits/strengths addressed). A strong ρteacher 
(>0.7) for a characteristic indicates that the prevalence of the characteristic was consistent 
for teachers' feedback reports across both conditions. ρstudent reports the correlation on the 
level of the student solution.

Observed differences between SA and PP feedback

Overall, the results indicate SA feedback is less tailored to the student's solution than 
PP feedback: the SA reports are almost equally likely to be labelled as general or con-
crete (39.65% and 38.99%), whereas PP condition yielded much more concrete feedback 
(47.52%). However, SA seems more detailed: significantly more deficits and strengths 
were addressed in this condition; in contrast, PP seems more centred on the main is-
sues in the solution. A frequently observed use of SA, which is general and can address 
different deficits and strengths, is using it as a sort of checklist, as the feedback below 
illustrates:

F I G U R E  7  Correlation network of PP feedback given to question 2. 
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14 |   MOONS et al.

• Choosing the unknown
○ You are confusing the distinction between the number of questions and points received.

• Setting up and solving the equation
○ You did not include the unanswered questions
○ Your equation is simpler than the equation to solve the question, but the solution is 

right.

Concerning the diagnostic activity, we see that there are significantly more feedback reports 
analysing where it went wrong with a student's solution in PP, from which an example is 
given:

Please try again with x being the number of correct answers. Indeed, you know 
that for 26 questions, he got points. So you express the number of unanswered 
questions in terms of x. When setting up the equation, you noted 120 instead of 
102. You have to take into account the 5 points per correct question.

TA B L E  2  Results of the qualitative analysis.

�

SA 
(n = 913)

PP 
(n = 947) p- value ρteacher ρstudent

Categorisable feedback 78.64% 78.04% 0.631

Concreteness

General*** 0.82 39.65% 30.52% <0.001 0.47 0.74

Concrete*** 0.75 38.99% 47.52% <0.001 0.51 0.83

Focus of the feedback

Number of deficits** 0.89a 1.73 ± 1.28 1.57 ± 1.08 0.003 0.48 0.87

Number of strengths* 0.89a 0.79 ± 1.05 0.65 ± 0.84 0.038 0.60 0.51

Diagnostic activity

Analysis* 0.88 5.15% 7.60% 0.038 0.22 0.51

Correction 0.87 16.21% 16.79% 0.726 0.68 0.64

Description 0.84 56.63% 52.80% 0.103 0.58 0.68

Quality features

Explanation for deficits available* 0.58 9.42% 12.57% 0.030 0.17 0.85

Gives hints for improvement 1.00 19.72% 23.23% 0.072 0.68 0.68

Notes parts that are missing 0.49 15.55% 14.36% 0.478 0.65 0.72

Points to misconceptions 0.82 4.93% 5.07% 0.889 0.31 0.85

Not further categorisable feedback 21.36% 21.96% 0.538

Erroneous feedback 0.79 4.60% 4.96% 0.711 −0.02 0.82

Incomprehensible feedback** 1.00 1.20% 0.11% 0.003 −0.04 0.25

Only addresses solution is entirely 
correct*

−b 11.17% 14.68% 0.024 0.19 0.68

Only addresses question is left 
blank*

−b 3.40% 1.90% 0.044 −0.20 0.90

Only addresses solution is entirely 
wrong

−b 0.99% 0.32% 0.072 0.52 0.30

aIntra- class correlation coefficient.
bAutomatically coded.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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SA feedback reports tended to use more description and correction as diagnostic activity. 
Moreover, notice the low correlation (0.22) of teachers concerning analysis: teachers who anal-
ysed some solutions in one condition did not necessarily use that diagnostic activity as often in 
the other, suggesting that the SA system discourages teachers from providing feedback reports 
that analyse student's mistakes. One possible explanation is that teachers intuitively use SA 
too much as a checklist, preventing them from interpreting the interplay of intermediate steps 
the students took.

The significantly lower number of explanations given in the SA condition (the only sig-
nificant difference in quality features) can be seen in the same vein. PP often addresses 
a particular mistake, on which the teacher sometimes gives an extra word of explanation. 
SA more often addresses all the mistakes in a solution, but treats these more superficially, 
without much extra information.

If we look at the differences in the ‘not further categorisable feedback’, we see that SA 
feedback is more often incomprehensible. However, it concerns only 1.2% of all feedback 
reports. Almost all of these stem from the same teacher who consistently used the hierar-
chical list of atomic feedback items in a confusing way by using opposite appreciation words 
in the parent items and child items, for example:

• Good formula
• Bad formula

It is striking that the readily available buttons ‘Perfect’ and ‘No answer’ in the SA condition had 
opposite effects. Just noticing a solution was ‘good’ or ‘cleverly done’ happened significantly 
more often without a button (!) in PP. This is consistent with the earlier observation that PP 
contains fewer deficits/strengths, but seems somewhat contradictory to the text mining analysis 
where ‘perfect’ was a more prevalent word in the SA condition. In the SA condition, however, 
feedback reports for perfect solutions sometimes contained a complete list of all things that 
went well or noticed something that still could be added, such as a check if the obtained solu-
tion could be correct. In contrast, teachers did not hesitate to use the ‘No answer’ button in the 
SA condition when a solution was missing, while in the PP condition, they tended to give some 
hints on how to start solving the question, wrote some encouraging statements or asked the 
student what the underlying problem was (eg, time issue or not enough understanding):

The question was left blank. Did you have enough time?

Observed feedback quality

Both the text mining as well as the qualitative analysis allow us to evaluate the overall quality 
of both feedback conditions.

From the text mining analysis, it follows that abbreviations are more common in the PP con-
dition compared to the SA condition. Avoiding abbreviations is often presented in guidelines 
for providing feedback as it makes texts more easily interpretable (Wager & Wager, 1985). 
Moreover, the SA condition contained many more structuring elements, which partly follows 
from the definition of atomic feedback. However, it remains to be investigated if abbrevia-
tions and structuring elements really affect students' understanding of the given feedback.

From the qualitative analysis, a disappointing outcome in Table 2 is that almost 1 of 20 feed-
back reports is erroneous in both conditions. In other words, when feedback is handed out in 
an average classroom of compulsory education that, according to OECD (2012), consists of 21 
students; one student will receive incorrect feedback. These errors might be due to routine like 
teachers noting a common mistake that did not occur (they probably interpreted the solution 
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16 |   MOONS et al.

too quickly) or saying the solution is perfect, while the intermediate steps contain arithmetic 
errors. Nevertheless, more severe erroneous feedback was noticed, too: sometimes students 
choosing an alternative (but correct) solution path for the question and not arriving at the cor-
rect answer only received negative feedback in which their solution method was also (falsely) 
rejected. Luckily, erroneous feedback pops up coincidentally, as the within- teachers correlation 
of −0.02 shows it is not a consistent characteristic of teachers. In contrast, some solutions lead 
to erroneous feedback more often in both conditions (ρstudent = 0.82).

From the introduction, we know that feedback should be more than solely corrective 
(Gibbs & Simpson, 2005). However, corrective and descriptive feedback are the most popu-
lar diagnostic activities in both conditions. More than half of the reports are descriptive, only 
noticing mistakes without any action the student can take to improve. Indication about the 
what, how and why of problems in the students' solution (Gibbs & Simpson, 2005) aligns 
with analysis as a diagnostic activity, with a worryingly low proportion in Table 2. Part of 
the explanation is that some simple mistakes are not analysable, such as a small calcula-
tion error due to the absent- mindedness of the student: in such cases, a teacher can only 
notice the error. Consequently, the feedback would be coded as ‘description’ or ‘correc-
tion’. Nevertheless, analysis is not only lacking in these cases but also when the student 
solution is well analysable like the one in Figure 8. In this solution, the student makes a 
well- documented circular argument (Reusser & Stebler, 1997). By using the same given 
information twice, the student is left with an equation leading to an infinite number of solu-
tions. Only 5 of the 36 teachers (14%) responded to this fallacy with feedback that analysed 

F I G U R E  8  An ‘analysable’ student's solution to the word problem. 
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it; the other teachers gave descriptive feedback just noticing simple facts (eg, ‘equation is 
wrong’) or corrective feedback. Of those five teachers, just one analysed this solution in the 
SA condition. SA feedback seems to engage teachers less in giving feedback analysing the 
student's solution, compromising overall feedback quality. However, this example shows 
that factors other than the condition, such as pedagogical content knowledge (Depaepe 
et al., 2013) or awareness of feedback quality criteria, seem to play an essential role in the 
feedback quality as well.

As mentioned in the introduction, shorter feedback is not necessarily worse for students 
(Chiles, 2021; Evans, 2013; Glover & Brown, 2006). However, the overall low number of 
deficits and strengths in Table 2 in both conditions gives pause for thought. While coding, 
we noticed a lot of ‘incomplete’ feedback reports, like the following PP feedback given to the 
solution in Figure 8:

The first two lines are enough in your choice of the unknown. Equation is not set 
up correctly.

One may wonder what students can learn from this feedback: they probably already figured 
out that the equation was incorrect as infinitely many correct answers seem a highly unlikely 
outcome. And what about the other things they wrote? The phenomenon was seen many times 
while coding: feedback addressing the deficits at the start of the student's solution; next, it con-
cludes: ‘as a result, the rest of your solution is also wrong’, not saying anything about deficits 
and strengths in the rest of the student's solution. Some feedback seemed just too short to be 
meaningful to a student. This phenomenon occurred more in PP feedback as the number of 
addressed deficits was significantly lower.

CONCLUSIONS

To wrap up this paper, we collected all our observations in Table 3. With this explorative 
study comparing SA and PP feedback using text mining and qualitative techniques, we iden-
tified some essential characteristics of both feedback approaches.

First, we discovered similarities in both approaches. From the text mining analysis, we 
distilled that the word usage and frequency are equal in both conditions (S1), equal amounts 
of feedback were spent on bad, moderate and good solutions (S2) and feedback reports 
featured predominantly the same sentiments (S3). From the qualitative analysis, we know 
corrective and descriptive feedback appeared equally often as diagnostic activity in both 
conditions (S4), as well as giving hints, pointing at misconceptions and parts that are miss-
ing (S5). Writing erroneous feedback was also independent of the condition: it appeared 
almost equally often in both conditions (S6).

Many differences can be attributed to the observation of Price et al. (2010) that teachers 
often shorten feedback to reduce the workload of giving it. The need for this coping mech-
anism was profoundly reduced in the SA condition where teachers could reuse their feed-
back items: it contains more feedback (D1; Moons et al., 2022), fewer abbreviations (D2), 
addresses more mistakes and strengths (D5) and is more elaborate in describing mistakes 
(D9). However, this apparent comprehensiveness of SA feedback does not greatly improve 
the content quality: SA is often used as a checklist of all things that could go well/wrong, 
leading to more general feedback (D4). In contrast, PP feedback seems to be more focused 
on the main issues (D5), is more concrete and tailored to the student's solution (D4) and 
gives more short explanations of the observed deficits (D7, D9). More importantly, PP in-
cluded more reports that analyse the student's solution (D6). When solutions were perfect, 
PP feedback used various appreciation words without much more, while SA often had some 
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18 |   MOONS et al.

extra comments included in this case (D10); this is surprising as the SA condition featured 
a ready- to- use ‘Perfect’ button, which was not present in the PP condition. In contrast, the 
ready- to- use ‘No answer given’ button had the opposite effect (D8): in PP feedback, some 
encouragements or questions were included in the teachers' feedback when a question was 
left blank, while teachers in the SA condition mostly used the button. Finally, structuring 
elements like titles (D4) is an essential characteristic of SA; however, it is surprising that 
teachers did not naturally structure their feedback in the PP condition.

While our research question is answered in the previous paragraphs, we also aimed: (1) 
to learn how the use of statement banks (reusing of feedback) in general changes written 
feedback, and (2) how we can combine text mining with a qualitative analysis to compare 
feedback.

For the first aim, we should acknowledge some study limitations: the self- developed 
semi- automated assessment tool and the requirement for teachers to write atomic feedback 
make some similarities and differences rather specific for this research setting (eg, the ‘No 
answer’ button), making not all observed feedback characteristics applicable to the general 

TA B L E  3  Observed similarities and differences between SA and PP feedback.

SA feedback PP feedback

Similarities Stemming from text mining
(S1) Similar in both word usage and (relative) frequency
(S2) Equal distributions of feedback belonging to bad, moderate and good solutions
(S3) Equal sentiments in both feedback approaches.
Stemming from the qualitative analysis
(S4) Equal amounts of descriptive and corrective feedback
(S5) Both give hints for improvement, note parts that are missing and point to 

misconceptions an almost equal amount of times
(S6) Almost 1 of 20 feedback reports is erroneous

Differences Stemming from a previous study (Moons et al., 2022)

(D1) More feedback (D1) Fewer feedback

Stemming from text mining

(D2) Limited use of abbreviations
(D3) Many structuring elements such as section 

titles

(D2) Abbreviations common
(D3) No structuring elements 

like titles

Stemming from the qualitative analysis

(D4) More general, often used as a kind of 
checklist of right/wrong intermediate steps

(D5) Addresses more deficits and strengths, 
including minor issues

(D6) Feedback analysing the student's solution 
less common

(D7) Less explanations of mistakes

(D4) More concrete and specific 
for the student's solution

(D5) Focuses mainly on main 
issues, less on minor deficits 
or strengths

(D6) Feedback analysing the 
solution is more common

(D7) More explanations of 
mistakes

Stemming from both text mining as the qualitative analysis

(D8) Empty questions get ‘No answer’ as 
feedback

(D9) More elaborate feedback on mistakes
(D10) Perfect solutions are often labelled with 

‘perfect’, although more often accompanied by 
side remarks

(D8) Empty questions often 
receive an encouraging 
statement to get the student 
started

(D9) More short statements on 
mistakes

(D10) Perfect solution praised 
with a variety of appreciation 
words, with no extra remarks
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use of statement banks. However, we still can conclude that when statement banks are 
deployed carelessly, it naturally drags teachers into less effective ways of giving feedback 
compared to classic written feedback not using statement banks. The feedback becomes 
more general, and the structure becomes centred on both major and minor aspects of the 
work that apply to many students, most likely because they can easily be repeated. Without 
a statement bank, the teachers' feedback is shorter but more focused on the main flaws in 
the students' work. Therefore, our main advice is to make teachers aware of this danger 
and that even when using statement banks, the rules of effective feedback remain key. The 
research context supports this claim: teachers were not informed about what constitutes 
content- rich feedback and were asked to treat the students equally in both conditions, mak-
ing the mediocre feedback quality in both conditions not surprising, but the worsening when 
using statement banks all the more problematic.

Second, from combining text mining with ‘classical’ qualitative techniques, we learned that 
text mining gave us an overall idea about the differences and similarities in both feedback 
types; mainly in terms of the form of the feedback like abbreviations being more common in 
the PP condition and structuring elements in the SA condition, while the sentiments of the 
feedback were largely comparable. However, some phenomena were not discoverable using 
text mining only, like D10: Figure 3 suggests ‘Perfect’ dominated the SA condition, which 
turned out to be a more subtle story when combined with the qualitative analysis. Moreover, 
to make statements about the content and quality of the feedback, qualitative analysis was 
indispensable. Text mining for education (Ferreira- Mello et al., 2019) is a promising research 
field, but in our view, it is not yet a self- sufficient methodology for comparing texts.

One critical follow- up question remains: how does a student interpret SA and PP feed-
back? We listed similarities and differences, but the litmus test is to see how students can 
act on the given feedback; a fruitful idea for further research.
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